Memo No.CE/Comml/SE/Comml/EET/AEE/F.EoDB/D.127/2019, dt.01.06.2019

Sub:-Electricity – Ease of doing business (EoDB) – Extension of supply to LT Industries – Instruction issued - Reg.

*******

The Government of TamilNadu has notified the decentralization of powers and functions to be performed by various cadres of posts in the Electrical Inspectorate vide GO(Ms).No.59 dated 14.08.2014. Accordingly, the safety certificate from Electrical Inspectorate is mandatory only for extending the services to the Multi-storeyed building of more than 15 meters in height at the voltage upto 650V.

Hence all the Chief Engineers/Distribution, Regions and the Superintending Engineers /EDC are instructed not to insist CEIG safety certificate for extending supply to LT Industries (except Multi-storeyed building of more than 15 meters in height ) upto a load of 112 KW.

Receipt of the memo shall be acknowledged.

Sd/-
Director(Distribution)
TANGEDCO

To

All the Chief Engineers/ Distribution Regions.
Copy to the Chief Engineer/IT/Chennai - For necessary uploading in TANGEDCO Portal under Ease of Doing Business.
Copy to all the Superintending Engineers/EDCs.
Copy to the Superintending Engineer/Enforcement/Chennai – 2
Copy to the Executive Assistant to CMD/TANGEDCO
Copy to the Executive Assistant to Director (Distribution)
Copy to the Personal Assistant to the DGP (Vigilance)/TANGEDCO/Chennai – 2.